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“... restlessly dedicated to contemporary living.”



Montreal, CanadaMEV CABIN

Deep in the picturesque landscape around Montreal, the new MEV Cabin 
introduces the sharp contrast between mute and eccentricism. On the 
outside, MEV Cabin stands as a silhouette between colorful trees while 

the inside accentuate modern life with art and energy.

“The project realizes a personalized alternative universe, designed in a collab-
orative spirit and a ludicization approach and then developed with architec-
tural mathematical rigor”, architect Jean Verville says. Invited by an eccentric 
couple passionate about art and Italian design of the 80s, Jean was set to 
design a refuge with a whimsical energy. “Constellated with meticulous ma-
neuvers that evoke this wacky universe of the 80s, the project celebrates a 
multiplicity of references in a system of expressive and contrasting relation-
ships in order to communicate the personalities of the owners. For the sake of 
integration into surrounding nature, this house-studio reveals an organic form 
and a raw appearance, conf ronting its materials with a set of curved lines in a 
meticulous implementation”, Jean explains. For the placement of the refuge, 
a crisscrossing stream was a determining factor. “On the south side, the linear 
layout of the rooms allows a constant view of the landscape and its 32

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Montreal,+Québec,+Canada/@45.5588386,-73.9927303,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4cc91a541c64b70d:0x654e3138211fefef!8m2!3d45.5018869!4d-73.5673919
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MEV CABIN
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SUBURBAN WOODSMEV CABIN stream. On the north side, two distinct volumes, connected by an entirely 
glazed entrance, appear like a long blind facade unif ied by a single roof ”, Jean 
notes. “While an entirely mathematical logic of functionality invites the exclu-
sion of roof surfaces in a Boolean diagram, its shape is redef ined by a shift in 
the axis of the ridge, which thwarts the reading of the volumetry and animates 
the silhouette of a new complexity.”

Throughout the interior, the extravagance of the eccentrics has been mani-
fested with yellow and chromatic nuances which bounce off the surroundings’ 
colors of the fall. “Playing with the possibilities of visual impact, the textures, 
colors, and materials exploit light in a kaleidoscopic reflection. Volumes and 
surfaces play games of formal opposition, adorning themselves with a panache 
of elements, patterns, and colors vying for traces of childhood”, Jean says. As 
a consequence, the Laurentian forest becomes home to a vibrant and f ree 
house-studio, blending natural concern with human personality.
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https://www.jeanverville.com
https://www.maximebrouillet.com
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WEDGE HOUSE



WEDGE HOUSE Pylos, Greece

“Our main intention was to design a house that 
teases the common image of a house in the 
Greek countryside. Commonly, these houses 
are rectangular, with a four-pitched tiled roof 
and small square openings”, Managing Director 
at Urban Soul Project, Tasos Georgantzis, says. 
“The Wedge House, attempts to revert this con-
cept in every possible way.” The house is set on 
a trapezoidal plot where the floorplan follows 
the outline of the plot, creating an elongated 
building that is divided into two distinct, long 
narrow volumes. “The def ining gesture however, 
was the shaping of the roof; instead of using the 
common pyramidal form, the roof is produced 
by the plastic treatment of a surface that un-
folds in a slop, establishing a dynamic relation-
ship with the ground”, Tasos adds. Organized on 
two levels, the 130 m2 are exploited with three 
en-suite bedrooms, a kitchen, living room and 
an off ice. “The two wedge-shaped sections are 
placed parallel and connected at their lowest 
part. The slope of the roof in combination with 
the full opening of the façade with the great-
est height, allows unobstructed view f rom the 
inside of the house and plenty of natural light 
despite its west orientation”, Tasos notes. Simi-
larly, the pool, the seating areas, and the stairs 
are wedge-shaped.

S culpturally articulated with sharp pointy 
angles, the Wedge House is a vacation 
house outside the village of Methoni in 

Pylos challenging the local norms of orthogonal 
shapes with four-pitched tiles roofs. 

Kimberley Powell

Urban Soul Project

Photography by

Architecture by
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Wedge House thus teases traditions on form 
without cutting ties to the Greek typology. “The 
house proposes a new interpretation of the Greek 
building legislation, proving that the same rules 
may conclude to a whole new result if read with 
f resh eyes”, Tasas ends.

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pilos,+Grækenland/@36.9119774,21.6936935,16z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x136172c4b04bba2d:0x500bd2ce2ba47c0!8m2!3d36.9130756!4d21.6963472
https://kimpowell-photography.com
https://usp.gr


Bunkyo City, JapanHOUSE IN MYOUGADANI

I n an old reinforced concrete building of three floors, the Japanese f irm 
MAMM DESIGN transformed an old printing factory to become their home 
and off ice. To bridge the contemporary and the building’s raw origin, the 

House in Myougadani features both exposed materials and ref ined details.

“The surrounding area has been developed with bookbinding and printing-re-
lated factories. At the beginning of the building, the lower half of the build-
ing was used as a printing factory as well and the upper half was used as a 
residence. About 10 years ago, the whole building was converted into a house 
and used by a second owner. We are the third owner and renovated it again”, 
Co-Founder at MAMM DESIGN, Maya Mada, says. While renovation was central 
to the project, the condition of the original building allowed the team to build 
‘on top’ of the skeleton.“In this renovation, we did not design everything f rom 
the beginning, but proceeded with dismantling. The elements of the past that 
emerged f rom the present f inishes gave us great inspiration to design. The 
process of design can be said, ‘ rediscovery’”, Maya mentions. As an example, 
the design team demolished a closed staircase and created a light well to 

bring in natural light and wind to every corner of the house. “At f irst, 1312

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Bunkyou,+Tokyo,+Japan/@35.7176955,139.7097573,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x60188db3caecd31f:0x26ce1fa2ea89b69a!8m2!3d35.7078686!4d139.7524369


HOUSE IN MYOUGADANI
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MAMM DESIGNArchitecture by Photography by

the idea was to remove all the stairs, but since the reinforcing bars appeared 
unexpectedly beautifully during the dismantling, we left the bars as they were 
and created a ‘green staircase’ that plants entwine”, Maya explains. “In order 
to give a new f inish to the outer wall, we tried to scrape the existing plastering 
f inish which the second owner had added, and behind it, we found beautiful 
glossy tiles at the beginning of the building. We thought it would be a good 
contrast with the green of the newly planted trees, so we decided to polish 
and reuse them.”

The House in Myougadani is strongly characterized by its exploratory layout, 
binding together each floor through connected voids. “Since most of the neigh-
boring buildings are two stories high, we located living room on the third floor 
to have open view towards near botanical garden’s great green. Bedrooms 
separated by a white box of bathroom are located on the second floor. The 
upper two floors are split into two parts in plan. One with brick floor including 
the green staircase and also actual stairs newly installed is a space for circula-
tion, like a street in a city. The other with wooden flooring is more for private 
space”, Maya notes. In the lower part, the off ice is located where the studio 
can experiment with new design challenges and make trials to test their ideas. 
House of Myougadani thus acts both as retreat and professional playground.
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Takumi Ota

https://mamm-design.com
http://www.phota.jp


HOUSE THAT OPENS UP TO THE SUN
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Malé KyšiceHOUSE THAT OPENS UP TO THE SUN

I n a small town west of Prague, a distinctive home 
opens up on the edge of Křivoklát forest. Towards the 
public street, the entrance indicates a very introvert 

home, completely lacking openings and windows. On the 
southwestern side, however, the home f inally opens up 
to the sun.

“In the southern part of Malé Kyšice town on the edge of 
the Křivoklát woods, there is a residential district original-
ly home to weekend cottages. One such cottage on a flat 
plot of land was replaced by a passive home”, architect
Ján Stempel says. Resembling a quarter-circle with walls 
made of exposed concrete blocks, the house is oriented 
towards the garden and a fully glazed façade of windows 
set in anthracite f rames allow each space to enjoy nature 
and privacy simultaneously. “The building’s story began 
to be written before the world was paralyzed by the pan-
demic and before Europe was gripped by an energy cri-
sis. Did the owners’ sixth sense motivate the family to 
acquire a low-cost house surrounded by a beautiful gar-
den? Not at all: it was their natural and responsible ap-
proach to life and their respect for nature, which must be 
protected”, Ján explains. “The principles applied during 
construction will continue to be relevant even after we 
overcome today’s pressing issues, when we all accept the 
threat of climate disaster, which we have perhaps ignored 
too much in the face of the uncertainties of the past few 
years.” The house is built with respect to the concepts of 
‘light and warm’, ‘earth’, and ‘water ’.  “The building opens 
up to the sun’s rays like a fan, soaking up its energy and 
seeking to use it economically”, Ján tells. By thinking of 
earth, the house is built primarily using the renewable 
material of wood with concrete to provide durability and 
lifespan while water is emphasized through a small pond, 
which “optimizes the use of rainwater, meaning there is 
suff icient water for watering the garden even during dry 
periods, thanks also to its own root zone treatment plant.”
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‘House That Opens up to the Sun’ is hence incredibly 
thoughtful in its concept as well as its aesthetic.

https://www.stempel-tesar.com/cs
https://www.filipslapal.cz
https://www.google.com/maps/place/273+51+Malé+Kyšice,+Tjekkiet/@50.0592709,14.0344495,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x470bb0a8db6ff2cf:0x5aa14cb56a4640af!8m2!3d50.0610931!4d14.09032


C H R I S T I A N  T R A M P E D A C H
F O U N D E R ,  R E S T L E S S

Words of the Week

Being productive is paramount for a healthy lifestyle 
with aspirations and accomplishments. Yet, we live in a world 
where we spend more time on all the distractions 
and negativities that surround us. 

‘Shut up! You are stupid!’
‘You should not be given the chance to talk!‘
‘Your opinion is ridiculous, just like yourself’

These quotes are just taken from random posts I found 
by scrolling on social media. How come we waste our time 
by picking random non-sense fights on social media or in the 
supermarket? We do not solve the problems of the world by 
commenting back on aggressive, irrelevant people on the 
internet or yelling at someone’s kid in a toy store. 
We all need to focus on ourselves and think about 
what we can each do for a better world. 
This way, we will all become a little bit happier.

“


